The LG Stylo 4 is a device that fits your lifestyle, no matter how big your life is. Create more. Play more. Live more. With the LG Stylo 4, nearly anything is possible. It’s more than a phone; it’s your best life in the palm of your hand.

Large Display | Sleek Design | Innovative Cameras | Fast Charging Battery | Intuitive Features

Display/Design
- 6.2” FHD+ FullVision Display (2160 x 1080) with Stylus Pen
- Reinforced Metal Design
- Size: 6.08” (H) × 3.06” (W) × .33” (D)
- Weight: 6.70 oz.

Camera/Video
- Rear Camera: 13MP PDAF and Single LED Flash
- PDAF – Phase Detection Auto Focus
- Resolution – up to 16:9 × 31.320 pixels
- Digital Zoom – up to 4x
- Burst Shot – hold the shutter button to take multiple shots
- Quick-Sharing Functionality – allows access to social platforms instantly after taking pictures and videos
- Self-Timer – choose to take a picture/video 3 or 10 seconds after you press the shutter/record button
- Choose Shutter – use your voice to take a picture
- Shutter Sound
- Geotagging – tag location information in pictures
- HDR+ Mode – optimize the contrast of your pictures
- Auto Focus, F2.2, 1.0 μm Light Sensitivity
- Panorama Feature
- Film Effects – create your perfect image by customizing the preset tones and colors

Front Camera
- Wide 8MP with Auto Shot
- Resolution – up to 2560 × 1920 pixels
- Full HD Front Video Recording
- Auto Shot – take a selfie with automatic face detection
- Gesture Shot – take a selfie with a simple hand gesture
- Gesture Interval Shot – take four selfies in sequence by making a fist twice
- Gesture View
- Selfie Light – screen illuminates for well-lit selfies

Experience
- Easy Home – show the dialer and other frequently used features right on the home screen for quick and easy access
- Offload Function – overlay up to two windows with adjustable sizes and transparency
- Clip Tab
- Dual Window
- Reader Mode, Google Docs™ Document Viewing
- GIF Capture
- Screen Off Memo – jot down your ideas while the screen is off

Security
- LG GATE Enabled
- Knock ON – double tap the screen to put your phone to sleep/wake it
- Contrast Lock
- Pattern/Pin/Password/Fingerprint ID
- Android for Work

Entertainment
- Accelerometer – control games by turning and tilting
- Native player with Touch Lock, Play or Lock Screen, Video SystemSleep and Resume Play functions, supports BMP, JPEG, PNG, WEBP, GIF and 3D formats
- Smart Lock
- Shortcut Keys, Key Name – Vol Up / Vol Down / On / Off
- Capture + write or draw on nearly any screen and schedule memos to appear at certain times or locations
- Battery Saving – extends battery life in background
- Do Not Disturb – turn off all notifications except chosen ones
- Voice Memo Recording
- Speakerphone, Text to Speech, Text, TTY/TTD Support, Ringtone ID
- Ringtones – Default Quantity: 30
- Multilingual Support for Phone and Keyboard Input, One-Hand Operation, Split Keyboard, Height Adjustable
- Sleep Dial – 6.0 entries

Connectivity
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC, USB
- Android Beam
- Google Map
- Google Photos
- Magnetometer – compass embedded in phone

Power & Performance
- Platform – Android™ 8.1 Oreo
- Processor – 1.8GHz Octa-core
- Battery Capacity – 3,300mAh (Non-Removable)
- Large Capacity Battery for over 1 day of use
- Talk Time – up to 14 hours
- Standby Time – up to 20 days
- Fast Charging with USB Type-C™, QuickCharge™ 2.0 and 3.0

LG Accessories
- SIM Tray, SIM Ejector, CSG™
- QuickStart Guide™

LG Stylo 4

www.lg.com/us/stylo4-unlocked